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Job done! The gatehouse, windmill and precinct wall fully restored and glowing in the afternoon sunshine at St Benet’s Abbey.

It is pleasing to report that conservation of the precinct wall at Castle Acre Priory has gone
extraordinarily well, thanks to the mild winter. The St Benet’s Abbey Conservation Access and
Community Project is drawing to a close with all landscaping and conservation work completed and
with celebrations organised for 16 and 17th June.

New Chairman elected

His career with the National Trust also included a spell
at its Head Office in London as well as 10 years as
Regional Director in the South East.

At the October A.G.M. Matthew Martin stood down
as Chairman and Peter Griffiths was elected in his
place. Matthew when he took over in 2001 instigated
a Strategic Review of the role of the Trust and then
guided the organisation through the latter stages
of a difficult transition when the historic buildings
it had previously owned were gradually sold off
and important archaeological sites were acquired,
conserved and opened to the public.
Since joining the Trust as a Council member Peter
has chaired the team which has successfully managed
the St Benet’s Abbey Project. He has spent much
of his working life in East Anglia, mostly with the
National Trust, where for ten years between 1977 and
1987 he was based at Blickling managing properties
throughout the region. From 2002 until 2011 he was
Regional Director with overall responsibility for
the Trust’s properties and activities in the East of
England. That included nationally and internationally
important sites such as Sutton Hoo, Wicken Fen and
Blakeney Point.
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Peter Griffiths was elected Chairman of the Norfolk Archaeological
Trust at the October A.G.M.

At St Benet’s Abbey Caroline has played a key role
in ensuring that the Trust met the requirements of
the Heritage Lottery Fund, especially those relating
to outreach and community engagement. Her role in
relation to the project will finish at the end of June,
and Peter Wade - Martins will begin the process of
handing over the reins in July before his departure in
August.

Properties under Trust management
It seems a fitting moment to include a map of
the Norfolk properties under Trust management,
although it must be emphasised that the Castle
Acre Priory precinct remains under Holkham Estate
control and will do so until the lease is signed. All
our properties open free of charge, and currently
include:

Caroline Davison takes over as the Trust’s Director in August.

New Director appointed

The Trust has also appointed a new Director, Caroline
Davison, who will be taking over from Peter WadeMartins when he retires in August after he has been
negotiating property acquisitions and organising fund
raising for the Trust for over 30 years. Peter’s first job
when he retires will be to write a history of the Trust.

•
•
•
•
•

Caroline is currently Project Manager for Access
and Interpretation on the St Benet’s Project. Before
that she spent nearly 25 years in Norfolk County
Council, firstly as a Technical Assistant, but for most
of the time as a Conservation Officer. In that role she
co-ordinated the Ruined Churches Repair Programme,
dealt with historic landscape characterisation and
sensitivity analysis of development areas, prepared
conservation management plans and managed
projects such as the restoration of Waxham Barn
and the conservation of the internationally important
eleventh-century wall paintings at St Mary’s Church,
Houghton-on-the-Hill.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Fiddlers Hill Bronze Age round barrow
Iron Age hillfort at South Creake
Tasburgh earthwork fort (possibly Iron Age,
although its date is still open to debate)
Caistor St Edmund Roman town
Burgh Castle Roman fort (partly in English
Heritage Guardianship)
Middleton Mount motte and bailey castle
St Benet’s Abbey, Horning
Binham Priory cloisters, gatehouse and part
of the precinct (partly in English Heritage
Guardianship)
Burnham Norton Friary
Filby Unitarian chapel site
In addition, the Trust owns Pykerell’s House, a
medieval hall house in Norwich, which is let as
a private dwelling.

Map showing properties in the care of the Norfolk Archaeological Trust. Illustration by Trevor Ashwin.
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Castle Acre Priory

Trust members who have not been to Castle Acre for the
last few months will be pleasantly surprised to see the
surviving thirteenth-century precinct walls all cleared
of ivy and brambles, fully exposed to view and partly
repaired. This work is being funded by Natural England
under one of their Higher Level Stewardship Schemes,
and the Trust is managing the work for the Holkham
Estate. Assuming that we have a successful outcome to
the current discussions over the lease from Holkham,
the plan is that the Trust will take over the property in
October on a 50-year tenancy for a peppercorn rent and
manage it for conservation and public access.

We have found that the walls have had parts of their
flint facing removed, thus exposing the chalk and
mortar rubble core to frost damage. The only way
to stabilise the walls in these circumstances is to
rebuild the facing where it has gone with fresh flints
to correspond to the existing. Care has had to be taken
to match up the flintwork closely and to continue
the lift lines (the breaks in the medieval building
phases) especially on the outside face where they were
clearest. The problem is that you are then inevitably
“creating archaeology”, but there is no way to avoid
that if the repairs are to match the medieval masonry.

Castle Acre Priory precinct under snow in February 1969. Only in these exceptional conditions can the full detail of the low-level earthworks be
seen. The northern part is entirely flat, presumably due to cultivation. Then, below a steep slope the area is full of minor undulations reflecting
the medieval layout of the priory. Of particular interest is the outline of the canal, which provided a flow of water into the monastic toilets from
the east. Lower down in the marshes near the river modern drainage ditches have disturbed the earthwork pattern, but even here slight traces of
medieval enclosures are still visible. Cambridge University Collection of Air Photographs (AXA 65).
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With the vegetation removed a detailed photographic
record was made of all the wall faces before they
were repaired, and copies of the “before” and “after”
photographs will be deposited in the county Historic
Environment Record and with English Heritage.
The walls are believed to be largely thirteenth-century, or
possibly earlier, and they contain no brick or tile except
in later alterations. In two places the wall caps have been
found intact, which was a very pleasant surprise. The only
genuine opening in the walls we have found so far is a
doorway close to the river, where the brick quoins were
clearly inserted.

1.

When the conservation work is complete the full extent
of the monastic precinct will be obvious probably for first
time since the Middle Ages. The plan is to manage the
field as a hay meadow and as a public open space with
the support of Castle Acre Parish Council. In the longer
term we keen to establish a working group with English
Heritage and the Parish Council to promote and develop
Castle Acre as a heritage asset which more people can see
and enjoy.

2.

3. 4.

5.

6.

1. A flashback to August 2013 when work started on clearing the ivy and brambles off the precinct walls.
2. With all the vegetation removed long sections of wall were exposed, some still surviving to their full height.
3. The next stage was to dig out with pliers the small ivy roots from the crevasses in the flintwork
4. A new cap of flints, or “rough racking”, is being added to give the walls long-term weather protection.
5. & 6. The end result is a fully conserved section of north wall which only a few months earlier was almost invisible.
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On the east side a short section of the perimeter wall was found preserved with its medieval flint capping intact.

A visit by Lord Leicester (second from left) and Viscount Coke (right) to see the conservation work in progress on a cold morning in January.
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Caistor Roman town

Vegetation sequence of valley floor revealed
When the foundation holes were dug last year for
the new river bridge exceptionally well preserved
waterlogged organic deposits were found, which
we assumed at the time were Roman. But the
radiocarbon dates from the top and bottom of the
sequence have just come in, and they provide a date
range for the deposits from the late Roman period
(250-400 AD) through to the Middle Saxon (775975).
The pollen, diatoms and macrofossils from the
samples collected have been studied by Fran Green
and Val Fryer and they indicate that in the late
Roman and Saxon periods Caistor was a virtually
treeless landscape with hedgerow trees and woodland
only growing at some distance from the site. There
were some limited areas of hazel, alder scrub and
isolated willow trees close to the river. Near the
river was damp grassland with black bindweed,
buttercups, docks and stinging nettles and fen
species such as bogbean, meadowsweet and mint.
Elderberry and bramble have also been identified.
Pollen evidence indicates arable crops were grown
throughout the period in the area. Significantly, rye
was grown in the late Roman period, but there was
not much sign of it later. Arable weeds included
ribwort plaintain, sorrel and cow wheat, although
sorrel may have been cultivated as a crop.

Our new bridge over the River Tas when the valley was flooded in
February 2014. Antony Jarrold who took this picture sent it with
an email saying “It is still there!”, and indeed it still is, thanks to its
deep concrete foundations. Photo by Antony Jarrold.

Wetland and aquatic plants indicate that the river was
shallow, sluggish and quite muddy at its base. The
snail species support the growing body of evidence
which indicates that the River Tas was not navigable
either in the Roman or Anglo-Saxon periods, which
is particularly interesting for the history of the
Roman town and the Anglo-Saxon trading settlement
which took its place on the west bank.

The foundation holes for the bridge were dug by consultant
archaeologist Heather Wallis in May 2013. Samples from the
deep deposits of well preserved organic material she found in her
trenches have just been radiocarbon dated and analysed.

Swans and their signets on the River Tas at Caistor in September
2013.
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Fiddlers Hill barrow

This Bronze Age barrow on the border between
Warham and Binham has been in the ownership
of the Trust since February 2012. Since then, we
have cleared trees and undergrowth and installed an
information panel. Recently we were approached
by Stuart Black, Professor in Environmental
Radioactivity at the University of Reading to ask if
he could bring MSc students to do some geophysical
survey work on the barrow. Using Ground
Penetrating Radar they found a strong anomaly
within the barrow which appears to indicate a burial
or possibly some buried objects. The line of the
filled-in ditch around the barrow was particularly
clear. However, the Trust has no plans to carry out
excavations. We will leave the burial undisturbed.

Staff and students from the Archaeology Department of the
University of Reading carrying out a geophysical survey of the Fiddlers
Hill Bronze Age barrow where they recorded a strong anomaly,
possibly from a burial. Photo by Geoff Scott.

Burnham Norton Friary

Another precinct wall!
Having repaired precinct walls at Binham Priory, St
Benet’s Abbey and now Castle Acre Priory, we find
ourselves with another one to put in good order on
our property at Burnham Norton Friary. This is also
in a rather sad state and partly buried in brambles.
Discussions have just begun with Natural England to
include this work in their Higher Level Stewardship
funding for the site when it comes up for review
later this year. This picture which we first published
in the Spring Newsletter 2012 shows the wall, parts
of which fell over after ivy was removed from it
in the 1990s. Since then we have discovered much
more in the undergrowth.

Fiddlers Hill between Warham and Binham.

The precinct wall at Burnham Norton Friary also in need of repair.
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St Benets Abbey

Air photo of the St Benet’s gatehouse and windmill showing the landscaping complete with disabled access from the car park into the windmill and down
to the river moorings. Photo by Mike Page.

Site conservation
The project has been completed on time and within
budget. This achievement is to be celebrated by a
special event to be attended by the Lord Lieutenant
of Norfolk, the High Sheriff and the Bishop of
Norwich on 16th June. All the funding bodies and
those who have made the project possible are being
invited to attend the celebrations which start at
Horning Church and then progress down river to
the abbey for a choral concert. Let’s hope for fine
weather for this open-air event.

There will also be a ‘listening bench’ near the church
where visitors will be able to rest while listening to
the Bishop of Norwich talking about the religious
life of the abbey or hear information about the
architecture of the church or plainsong performed by
Norwich Cathedral choir.
Website and downloadable audio guide
A key part of the overall scheme is the development
of a new stand-alone website for the Abbey.
Volunteers have been involved at every stage,
starting with the workshop back in August (reported
in the last newsletter), and including a workshop on
writing content for websites. Much of the content
has subsequently been researched and written by
volunteers, and covers history, wildlife, inspiration
and visitor information. A film and audio guides
will also be downloadable from the site, including
a ‘kid’s guide’ edited and spoken by children from
Hoveton school. The initial design and framework
of the website was tested by members of Ludham
Computer Club. The website is currently receiving
the final touches and should ‘go live’ in time for the
Spring Bank Holiday.

Interpretation
Much of the focus in the last few months has been
on designing the interpretation scheme for the site.
The final scheme, devised by Elbow Productions, will
include three lecterns – one in the car park, one on
the moorings and a third on the flood bank in front of
the gatehouse. These tell the story of the abbey using
evocative new drawings of the church as it might have
appeared toward the end of the Middle Ages, produced
with the help and advice of historic buildings specialist
Stephen Heywood. The scheme will also include an
innovative telescope-like devise which will project an
image of the church onto the landscape.
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Air photo of the St. Benet’s taken at the completion of work from a position carefully chosen by Mike Page so that it replicated exactly the view used by
Sue White in her reconstruction for the site guidebook (below). Photo by Mike Page.

Sue White’s reconstruction of St. Benet’s Abbey.
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Signs acknowledging the major contribution made by the Heritage Lottery Fund were maintained on site throughout the two years of the project.

The car park at St Benet’s with space for ten cars plus two for disabled and racks for ten cycles, is located well away from the monument.
Photo by Mike Page
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The opening of the St Benet’s Abbey exhibition in the Norfolk Record Office on Friday 9th May by Sir Christopher Howes, KCVO CB. Entry is free
and the exhibition will remain open until 25th July.

Norfolk Record Office exhibition
Volunteers have also been involved in developing
the new Record Office exhibition “Stories from St
Benets: Conservation Access & Community” (May
12th - July 25) which examines the history and
development of the abbey, through the stories and
records of its inhabitants and its visitors, including
those involved in the project. Produced in partnership
with the Trust, it will feature items from the NRO
as well as artwork and archaeological finds from the
Norwich Castle Museum and books and photographs
from the Millennium Library. This will be a rare
opportunity to see artefacts connected to St Benet’s
that are not usually on display.

Volunteer activities
During the last six months volunteer groups have
continued to carry out regular archaeological surveys
of molehills and the historic graffiti found in churches
once owned by the abbey. Following a workshop
on winter birds, another group has been surveying
throughout the season, with some exciting sightings,
including common cranes. It is intended to continue
surveying throughout the year, to include butterfly
and dragonfly recording. These surveys will help the
Trust to monitor how current and future management
of the site is supporting wildlife. Please get in touch if
you would like to participate - especially if you have
expertise in this area.

The exhibition is designed to celebrate the completion
of the St Benet’s Abbey project. In addition, people
living locally have been rehearsing songs from
Norwich-based The Voice Project’s Ideas of Flight
choral piece, so that they can take part in a final
celebration performance at the abbey in June. Tickets
are still available online for the public performance on
Tuesday June 17th at www.eventbrite.co.uk (search for
Ideas of Flight)

Over 40 volunteers from the Green Gym and from the
project helped plant new hedging on the exterior of the
north perimeter wall during three sessions in February
and March. The new hedging is designed to discourage
cattle from climbing over the low walls to reach the
ditch, and has been planted on the exterior to minimise
disturbance to the monument. Another group will be
carrying out regular grass maintenance around the
gatehouse/mill and the new paths and car park.
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Volunteers at St Benet’s Abbey filling gaps in the hedgerow with fresh plants along the northern boundary.

Volunteer visitor guides will recommence their
regular guided tours of the site on Sundays,
Wednesdays and every other Saturday at the
beginning of May.

The St Benet’s Abbey Project is being generously
supported by:

All together, over 300 people have taken part in
workshops and other activities during the project
and just under 200 have carried out some sort of
voluntary work.

The Geoffrey Watling Charity,

The John Jarrold Trust,

The Paul Bassham Charitable Trust,
The Norwich Town Close Estate Charity,

Friends of St Benet’s Abbey
An important development has been the
establishment of a Friends committee to continue
and support some of the activities set up during the
project. A short series of two workshops funded
by the County Council’s Community Partnerships
Team helped the group to get started on writing
the constitution, and the newly-formed committee
aims to launch the Friends group in June. If you are
interested in becoming a member of the Friends of
St Benet’s Abbey please email tfosba@gmail.com.

The Lady Hind Trust,
The Charles Littlewood Hill Trust,
The Educational Foundation of Alderman John
Norman,
The Bishop of Norwich
and by

Text and photographs by Peter Wade-Martins Design by Sue Walker White
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